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Dealer. It is one of the constituents of Nikkei and is the world's largest piano manufacturing
company. The former motorcycle division was established in as Yamaha Motor Co. Nippon
Gakki Co. In the company started the production of pianos. After World War II , company
president Genichi Kawakami repurposed the remains of the company's war-time production
machinery and the company's expertise in metallurgical technologies to the manufacture of
motorcycles. Also, in the Yamaha Music School was founded. Yamaha made the first
commercially successful digital synthesizer, the Yamaha DX7 , in In , Yamaha shipped the
world's first CD recorder. The Yamaha PSS and PSS keyboards were upgrades to the Yamaha
PSS-7 and were notable for their short demo songs, short selectable phrases, funny sound
effects and distortion and crackly sounds progressing on many volume levels when battery
power is low. In , Yamaha closed down its archery product business that was started in Six
archers in five different Olympic Games won gold medals using their products. Ltd in autumn
Yamaha Corporation is also widely known for their music teaching programme that began in the
s. Yamaha electronics have proven to be successful, popular and respected products. The
Yamaha Music Foundation is an organization established in by the authority of the Japanese
Ministry of Education for the purpose of promoting music education and music popularization.
It continued a program of music classes begun by Yamaha Corporation in Yamaha expanded
into many diverse businesses and product groups. The first venture into each major category is
listed below. Yamaha announced the singing synthesizer Vocaloid for the first time at the
German fair Musikmesse on March 5â€”9, Yamaha also began to get involved with the sale and
production of Vocaloid applications themselves with Lily being the first; Lily was later sold via
Internet Co. Their involvement continued with the VY series, with VY1 being the first, released in
deluxe and standard editions on September 1, The series is also designed with the intention to
set a new standard for the Vocaloids for having no face, sex or set voice, but are designed to
complete any song. In Japan, the company maintains three factories for musical instrument
manufacture, engine and various vehicle manufacture motorcycles and marine products , with
all factories located in Shizuoka Prefecture. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other
uses, see Yamaha disambiguation. Japanese company known for its musical instruments.
Romanized name. Traded as. TYO : Nikkei component. Hamamatsu , Shizuoka. Operating
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Yamaha. We asked this highly experienced musician
and a technician to tell us about his background, philosophy and plans for Yamaha Artist
Services Madrid. With the addition of flute and kora to his set up, Kevin delivers a performance
that merges traditional Mandingo arrangements with pan-African influence. Yamaha artist Eirik
Gjerdevik, tuba soloist and conductor, has collected for us some hints and tips that could come
handy when practising on your tuba along with some consideration on the effect your playing
has on your band. Click here to read the full article. Words cannot adequately express the
tremendous loss the music community, indeed the entire world, has suffered this week. Chick
Corea, keyboardist, composer, bandleader and musical pioneer, who spent more than half a
century innovating and influencing the most important figures in jazz history, died on February
9th from a rare form of cancer. Musical Instruments. Professional Audio. Unified
Communications. Social Media. Artist Insights featuring Eirik Gjerdevik View All. Make Yamaha.
Model Raider. Bike is in excellent condition, one person owner, garage kept. Everything on bike
is stock. Nearly new tires, sissy bar bag, on-board GPS, detachable windscreen, highway pegs,
beautiful black cherry color, modified exhaust not overly loud but loud enough , 20k miles; also
a bike cover. Only stored in garage. Probably not a bike for a beginner. Call or text Listing by
Auction Please check with the DMV in your state for titling requirements. We recently purchased
this Yamaha Raider XV as a trade. Contact About Us Our web-site is updated on a daily basis.
We are a licensed and reputable used car dealer and repair facility. Specializing in repairable
vehicles our experienced staff has been buying and selling repairable vehicles and clean title off
lease vehicles at whole sale prices for over 20 years. Foreign and domestic, ranging from
wrecked vehicles, trucks, SUV's, repossessed, theft recovery, fresh water flood, and
motorcycles. Equipped with a complete auto repair and body facility we are able to not only sell
you a vehicle but repair and service your purchased or owned vehicle as well. We sell repairable
vehicles and clean title off lease vehicles. Our main goal is to provide our customers a
wholesale experience, and to be able to purchase vehicles at the lowest price. We are available
to help you with any questions six days a week. We ship worldwide, and can assist you in any
way possible to find the vehicle you are looking for. For more information feel free to email us at
bkmotorsny gmail. Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or financially able to
purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's User Agreement We reserve the right to, Obtain and
verify the registered information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at
our discretion, or end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age
or older to Bid. Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you
place a bid before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last
hour period but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid
during the last hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the
auction: You will be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do
so within one hour after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: Brooklyn Motors have done our
best to disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. We welcome a buyers
inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle
prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility. Representations
and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is". Manufacturers warranties may
still apply. Extended warranty may be available, email bkmotorsny gmail. No representations or
warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders
in making bids. Taxes and Registration fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state,
county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in the state that the vehicle will be
registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be titled and registered.
Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many
cases there is a delay in receiving the original instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a
vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in our possession at closing, there are occasions
where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made by cashier's or personal checks
we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. Brooklyn Motors will help with
shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping
damage! We assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our
showroom. All shipping arrangements are provided by us as a courtesy. We are not affiliated
with any carrier. Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be
between you and the shipper. The amount of time it takes for delivery is dependent on the
carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is
delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure.
Finalizing your Purchase: We will contact the successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction
closes. Successful high bidder MUST communicate with us by email at bkmotorsny gmail. If we
cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the

right to relist this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing,
Buyer must send balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person , bank certified funds
to Seller. Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale
related and title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete to Seller. Shipping The buyer is responsible for all shipping charges. Please call if you'd like us to arrange
transport for you. Buyer's Inspection - We have done our best to make every reasonable effort
to describe this vehicle to you. We welcome and recommends a buyer's inspection. Please
make arrangements to have inspection done prior to auction ending. Buyer will be responsible
for any fees incurred. All vehicles are sold as-is where is unless otherwise stated. Warranty Balance of factory warranty if applies. Seller reserves the right to cancel all bids and end an
auction early should the vehicle no longer be available for sale. Auction, Inc. However, Auction
The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the
information listed within this ad. Secure Online Credit Application Form Applying for a vehicle
loan online is one of the quickest and easiest application methods. Our secure online
application form is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and employment details.
Click here to get started. Email SellerEmail to FriendComplete and submit the form below to
send a message to our dedicated sales team. Preferred Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete
and submit the form below to send a link and your message to a friend. Selling a Vehicle?
Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! Image Hosting and Counters by:
Auction Be sure to add me to your favorites list! Thank you. Please see the shipping quote
page. For additional information please contact us. EPA Estimated 42 mpg means this cruiser
can go the distance between fill-ups. Enginecubic-inch cc air-cooled, OHV with 4 valves per
cylinder, pushrod degree V-twin pumps out max torque at just rpm and max power at rpm for
powerful, relaxed cruising. Four pushrod-activated valves and two spark plugs per cylinder
provide optimum combustion efficiency along with classically beautiful engine architecture.
Ceramic-composite plated cylinders for superior heat dissipation with forged pistons cooled by
oil jets. Provides outstanding reliability and longer engine life. Computer-controlled, twin-bore
fuel injection monitors multiple engine parameters to calculate perfect mixture under all
conditions; wide-angle hole fuel injectors provide excellent atomization. Special
custom-machining of the cooling fin edges gives a jewel-like appearance to the engine as light
hits it from different angles. Low, sculpted seat holds the rider in place, and pullback bars reach
back to enforce a casual, urban cruising style. A 6-degree yoke angleâ€”the first ever on a
street-legal Star Motorcycleâ€”makes it possible to achieve that custom look as well as neutral
handling and straight-line cruisability: degree rake plus 6 degrees yoke angle gives total rake of
39 degrees and mm of trail. A tucked-out-of-sight single shock with adjustable spring preload
out back provides a smooth ride under varying loads. Flangeless fuel tank carries a full 4. Front
brake master cylinder with integrated lever operates a pair of mm front discs squeezed by
strong monoblock calipers for excellent power and feel, with a mm disc out back. Strong, light
and narrow belt final drive contains embedded carbon fiber for even greater strength. Wiring
harness uses super-slim wires for compactness, are lighter weight and switchgear wiring is
routed inside the handlebar for a clean appearance. Additional Features:Left-thumb operated
high-beam switch, and right-thumb activated accessory driving light switch for great visibility.
Jewel-like fit and finish, and Star quality paint, chrome and attention to detail are evident all
over the Raider S. Cool, tank-mounted instrumentation complements the custom look, and
contains analog speedometer and fuel gauge, along with twin digital tripmeters, odometer and
self-diagnostics. Bright multi-reflector headlight, LED taillight, and custom amber LED turn
signals behind clear lenses give a custom look. Contact our sales team for more information!!
Yamaha Cards are always welcome. All rebates, incentives and cash back programs are applied
to sale price. Please contact us for complete details. In addition to the eBay store Hitching Post
Motorsports, we have 2 retail locations with over ,sf. We stock over vehicles and millions of
dollars of inventory. Voted a Top Dealer many years over, we strive to provide customer service
and product selection above all others. Our Minnesota location allows for quick product
delivery to just about anywhere in the United States. Contact us for Yamaha Extended Service
Plans up to 5 years! Model Stratoliner. Very comfortable ride for one or two. Doubt you will find
another like this. Puts Harley to shame, gives a nice smooth ride. Please ask any and all
questions before you purchase. The balance is due within 7 days. Bill of Sale will be provided
upon completion of payment. Please contact me first. Available for pick up; or if shipping, then
ALL Shipping arrangements shall be completed by the Buyer. No International bids, nor
International shipping destinations please. A pair of streamlined, leather-covered, locking, hard
sidebags quick detachable , a batwing fairing with stereo, and a quick detachable backrest and
quick detachable original winsheild comes with it. Other than sitting outside at work, bike has
always been kept in a garage. It is a Star motorcycle, but goes by Yamaha Raider because

Yamaha is the manufacturer of this powerful cc custom cruiser. This Japanese manufacturer
introducing the first Star, a Royal Star, in The major difference between the two is the Raider S
has dressier looking parts. In introducing the Raider, Yamaha called it ""a whole new kind of
Star, a bike we like to call a modern performance custom. The front tire is 21 inches, and the
smaller back tire, at 18 inches, is the tallest and widest Yamaha has ever put on a Star
motorcycle. The Raider leaves the factory with lots of customized parts and offers a lengthy line
of accessories and parts for those who want to jazz up this cruiser even more. However, riders
say the low seat, at The passenger sits a few inches up behind the driver, providing a nice view
of the road. Riders say the Raider maneuvers well in normal city traffic, but it is more fun to ride
when the road is curvy. The Raider weighs almost pounds before fluids are added. This,
combined with the big V-twin engine, makes it a motorcycle for experienced riders only. The
Raider comes in Black or Cherry Red. New For Everything is new on this bike, as is the first
model year for the Yamaha Raider. Need financing for your next vehicle? Good Credit, Bad
Credit? No Problem! Our online financing application is quick, easy and secure. The process is
as quick as a few questions about you and your employment. Find out quickly and painlessly.
Get Started Now! Ad generated by CarsForSale. Very quick, has drag pipes and a power
commander to match. Performance edge taillight modification, side mounted chrome plate
holder, red LEDs, H. The bike has never been down. See pictures, the bike is in very nice
condition; always garaged. Daniel Only 14, actual miles. One owner, garage kept, immaculate
condition. For more information or to arrange an appointment, please contact Roger Bike has a
little over 11K miles, although runs like it's brand new. Bike has minor scratches from the
previous owner although without pointing them out they're nearly not visible. I am only the
second owner. Bike is also crazy fast and crazy loud. Bike has always been stored in doors and
had oil changed every spring. I'm looking to sell due to having a two year old daughter and
another on the way and having zero time to ride. I will accept OBO's. For sale is a Yamaha
Raider in excellent condition. It only has miles and runs beautifully. The engine is cc. Extras on
the bike include a Vance n Hines custom exhaust, and a LED taillight and turn signal combo,
with a side mount license plate. Please contact me with any questions. Has detachable
windshield passenger back rest and leather bags. All genuine Yamaha accessories! New tires
Avon high speed. A little over 10k for miles. Its a cc engine. Always stored in garage, never been
laid down. I am the only driver. Model FZ This engine has a unique power character. It provides
outstanding low- to mid-range torque with very linear throttle response, yet offers strong
mid-high rpm pulling power as well. The engine develops up to 50 foot pounds of torque and is
designed to maximize riding excitement in the real world. Crossplane Concept This 2-cylinder
engine features Yamaha s Crossplane Concept, degree crank that provides linear torque
development in response to the rider s throttle input. The FZ s in-line 2-cylinder engine provides
linear torque development, smooth torque characteristics and a strong feeling of acceleration in
the low- to mid-rpm range along with pulling power that extends to the mid-upper rpm range.
Compact Frame Design A new lightweight, diamond-type, backbone high tensile steel frame
provides an optimized rigidity balance for light, agile handling and stability. The engine is a
stressed member of the chassis, allowing a lighter, more compact main frame design. Sporty
Chassis Dimensions The wheelbase, seat height, fuel tank width, rake and other dimensions are
all set to work with the qualities of the compact 2- cylinder engine to achieve a sporty, light and
neutral handling character. The panel includes a digital bar-type tachometer display with gear
position indicator, digital speedometer, odometer, dual trip meters, fuel gauge, fuel reserve trip
meter, clock, instant and average fuel consumption and a range of warning and indicator lights.
Model YZF 60th Anniversary. And the YZF is even better in Features May Include: New Launch
Control System New LCS optimizes engine output for quicker, smoother race starts every time,
boosting controllability out of the gate, while updated high-precision shifting components
improve shifting feel, especially under race conditions. Innovative Engine Design YZF s
revolutionary rearward-slanted-cylinder design achieves unmatched mass centralization.
Concentrating the motorcycle s key components - engine, fuel tank, exhaust system, and airbox
- toward the center of the machine achieves superior, nimble handling of a cc machine and
provides a straight down-draft intake for unmatched power. New Frame Rigidity Balance The
aluminum Bilateral Beam frame features a new forged section at the swingarm pivot and 2mm
thicker motor mounts to further improve the rigidity balance for more front-end feel, cornering
traction and unmatched lightweight handling. New mm Front Brake Larger mm front disc brake
coupled with new pad material offers outstanding machine control and performance, with
exceptional stopping power and controllability. Grants Pass, OR. Carthagena, OH. Coconut
Creek, FL. Gloucester, VA. Winter Springs, FL. Memphis, TN. Lebanon, OH. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Cc Yamaha. Year Make Yamaha Model Raider.
Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted

Over 1 Month. Petersburg, Florida. Year Make Yamaha Model Stratoliner. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Yamaha F
Acoustic Guitar, Natural: Classic dreadnought look and sound with a laminate spruce top,
rosewood fingerboard and bridge, and tortoise shell pickguard. Meranti back and sides are
made of meranti a light hardwood grown mostly in Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines.
Gold die-cast tuners provide smooth and accurate tuning. Skip to main content. See All Buying
Options. Yamaha F Acoustic Guitar Natural. Visit the Yamaha Store. About this item The body
style is dreadnought acoustic Top,laminate spruce Back. More to consider from our brands.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Yamaha F Acoustic Guitar Black. Featured items you may like. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Item Weight 6. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I'm an
intermediately skilled guitar player. It is good quality for the price. The strumpad has generally
appeared a little darker than pictured, but that's not too important. It came with great strings for
me, no corrosion. I chose to ship it here as quick as possible, so that might have something to
do with it. This guitar would be excellent as a beginner's guitar. A relatively low price, decent
sound, and an appealing look make it worth it for me. Your results may vary, of course. Images
in this review. I've played Bass guitar for several years and decided I wanted to give playing a 6
string a try. After trying several friends instruments and shopping around I knew I wanted a
Yamaha. I've had the Yamaha F since January and I have been happy, happy, happy with my
purchase. Delivered on time and packaged well. The tone is rich and warm and the sound
resonates nicely. A few days ago I replaced the original string that came on it with Ernie Ball
Acoustic Regular Slinky String Set 12, 16, 24, 32, 44, 54 and WoW, I thought the guitar sounded
good with the factory installed strings! I got the natural finish and there are were no dents or
dings that I could see. For a beginner player like me, I couldn't have asked for a better
instrument. If you are looking for a decent instrument that won't break the bank then I think this
one is for you to! We needed a guitar for our son that we could travel with. We are missionaries
to Nicaragua and this is the one we chose. I bought it as a Christmas gift, not knowing if the
sound quality would be okay for what we needed. It is great! Excellent packaging and delivery.
But, the instrument met our highest expectations, in terms of overall feel and play-ability. This
guitar was a gift, and it was well received. Beautiful, light, great sound. I bought this guitar for
my 24 year old daughter and she was ecstatic when she saw and played it. It has a beautiful
tone and she said it felt very good. It is the right size she is tall 5'10" and was just what she
wanted. I highly recommend this guitar. One person found this helpful. I really love this guitar.
Great quality, price, sound and playability. Can't say enough about this guitar. My personal
opinion I would choose this guitar compared to any other. The Guitar is great, the seller whom I
got it from was great. However, I did make a purchase choice partially based on the images
shown here. The uploaded image from the non seller, should remove or re-caption the image
stating that that items in it are NOT part of this merchandise. This guitar came in perfect
condition and shipping was fast. Its a great guitar for the beginner or long time player. I
recommend it. See all reviews. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Pages with related products. See and discover other items
1998 honda civic engine
lmc dodge ram
2003 buick century brakes
: acoustic pickguards , yamaha guitar , yamaha guitars , classic acoustic guitar , Best Rated in
Acoustic Guitars , acoustic guitars for beginners. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and

Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

